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Abstract: Composed in a large extent of water and due to their non-adhesiveness, hydrogels found their way to the 
wound dressing market as materials that provide a moisture environment for healing while being comfortable to the 
patient. Hydrogels’ exploitation is constantly increasing after evidences of their even broader therapeutic potential due to 
resemblance to dermal tissue and ability to induce partial skin regeneration. The innovation in advanced wound care is 
further directed to the development of so-called active dressings, where hydrogels are combined with components that enhance the 
primary purpose of providing a beneficial environment for wound healing. The aim of this mini-review is to concisely describe the 
relevance of hydrogel dressings as platforms for delivery of active molecules for improved management of difficult-to-treat wounds. 
The emphasis is on the most recent advances in development of stimuli-responsive hydrogels, which allow for control over wound 
healing efficiency in response to different external modalities. Novel strategies for monitoring of the wound status and healing 
progress based on incorporation of sensor molecules into the hydrogel platforms are also discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Except for deep wounds and large surface wounds, 
wounded skin is expected to heal within a reasonable period 
of time through a series of regulated events. However, when 
this process is interrupted in any of the healing stages, 
wounds fail to heal in the normal time window and become 
chronic or non-healing wounds. A variety of treatments have 
been attempted for non-healing wounds, however many 
wounds still do not respond to the available treatment 
modalities and represent a big societal and clinical burden 1. 
For instance, chronic wounds are a global cause for 
morbidity and the primary cause for non-traumatic 
amputation 2. Wound infection is another difficult-to-treat 
complication in non-healing wounds that has to be efficiently 
managed prior to or during the wound closure 3.  
 Any “passive” treatment directed to provide healing-
beneficial conditions, without targeting repair of these vital 
functions, is unlikely to substantially increase the healing 
rate of such ulcers. Moreover, the incidence of non-healing 
wounds is constantly increasing due to lifestyle changes and 
the aging population worldwide. The efficient management 
of chronic wounds is further compromised by their 
complexity, subjectivity of the healing process and patient 
variability. In this scenario, advanced treatment strategies are 
essential to reduce the morbidity rates associated to non-
healing wounds.  
 A straightforward way to achieve this goal is the 
development of multifunctional wound dressing materials 
able to simultaneously address different aspects of the 
wound healing process. Novel dressing materials are thus 
constantly being investigated. Their capability to achieve 
rapid healing at reasonable cost coupled with minimal 
inconvenience to the patients is a common targeted feature. 
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 This review summarises the progress in the development 
of hydrogel-based dressings bearing advanced functions for 
accelerated wound healing. Key properties and mechanisms 
of the dressings efficiency are outlined. These combine the 
intrinsic healing potential of the hydrogel platforms based on 
the maintenance of wound moisture and added multiple 
functionalities for initiation, enhancement and screening of 
wound healing. In particular, stimuli-responsive hydrogels as 
well as the dressings designed for monitoring of the healing 
progress are discussed. Dressings at different stages of 
development are considered - from experimental scenarios, 
to those in early and late clinical stages. The focus of the 
review is on the performance of the advanced dressings, 
while the gel forming polymers are reviewed elsewhere 4–7. 
The specifics of the dressing’s application – should it be 
  
  
removed/changed once the healing is stimulated/completed 
or should it stay in the wound bed as a source of active 
ingredients, are not discussed herein. 
 
2. Hydrogels and their properties for wound healing  
 Hydrogels owe their large use as wound dressings to the 
peculiar combination of high water content, softness, 
flexibility and biocompatibility. Besides providing a 
beneficial for the healing moisture environment, hydrogels 
are comfortable and easy-to-change materials with pain 
alleviating effect for the wounded tissue. Wound temperature 
is decreased by hydrogels, whereas their high water content 
aids soothing the wounded area, particularly important in the 
treatment of dry wounds. On the other hand, the hydrogels 
absorb the wound exudate and maintain it away from the 
wound bed. Hydrogels are defined as suitable for all four 
stages of the healing process (haemostasis, inflammation, 
cell migration/proliferation, and maturation) of a wide range 
of wounds because they are non-irritant, non-reactive with 
biological tissue and ideally permeable to metabolites. The 
enormous variety of hydrogel dressings matches the 
requirement for optimisation of wound treatments applying 
the right dressing to a particular wound. These advantageous 
features of hydrogels allowed their fast entrance in the 
dressing market where hydrogels are available as sheets, 
saturated gauze or gels 8. 
 In 1960 Wichterle and Lím suggested the use of 
hydrophilic gels for extended contact with living tissues 9 
which found application in numerous biomedical 
applications. The potential of polymeric hydrogels to assist 
in wound healing is increasingly investigated in laboratory 
and clinical settings from the early 80s and was firstly based 
only on the intrinsic properties of natural polymers, such as 
polysaccharides and proteins. For example, chitin and 
chitosan gel-like materials were recognised as excellent 
candidates for dressings development because of their 
appealing biological activities and wound healing 
accelerators 10–12. In parallel, the research was focused on 
structural proteins, i.e. collagen, in particular regarding 
cellular function, migration, proliferation and differentiation 
in such gels, necessary for wound epithelialization 13–15. The 
investigation rapidly expanded also towards biocompatible 
synthetic polymers as the mechanical properties of the 
resulting hydrogels can be easily tuned 16,17. As a result, 
hydrogel dressings are extensively researched for accelerated 
wound healing and platforms for monitoring of the healing 
process, while some of the dressings are commercially 
available in the form of amorphous gels, gel-impregnated 
gauzes, sheets or plasters, the latter in combination with a 
variety of adhesives and bandages. 
 All hydrogels are produced by physical or chemical 
cross-linking of natural and/or synthetic hydrophilic 
polymers. The variable stability and nature of the 
interactions between the gel macromolecules define their 
capacity to retain water (moisture) in the hydrogel network. 
Also, the cross-linked structure prevents rapid dissolution of 
the material and provides mechanical stability and durability 
at use leading to less frequent dressing changes. In addition, 
hydrogels may absorb and release water in a reversible 
manner in response to physiological stimuli, allowing for 
smart function control 5,6,18. A summary of the most 
commonly used in hydrogels polymers for acceleration of 
wound healing is given in Table 1 (natural   polymers) and 
Table 2 (synthetic polymers). 
 
Table 1 Summary of commonly employed natural polymers 
used for hydrogel preparation and their function in wound 
management 
Main 
polymer 
Properties Function in 
wounds 
Reference 
Alginate Wound dressing, 
Ease of 
application, 
conformability, 
Biodegradability 
Healing promotion, 
Infection control, 
Haemostatic effect 
 
 
19–21 
Chitosan Wound dressing, 
In situ gelation, 
Biodegradability 
Healing promotion, 
Infection control, 
Anti-inflammatory 
effect, Haemostatic 
effect, Delivery of 
active molecules, 
Monitoring healing 
progress 
 
22–29 
Gelatin In situ gelation, 
Conformability, 
Biodegradability 
Delivery of active 
molecules,  
Tissue 
reinforcement, Cell 
recruitment 
 
21,24,30,31 
Collagen Wound dressing, 
In situ gelation, 
Biodegradability 
Delivery of active 
molecules, 
Tissue 
reinforcement, Cell 
support  
32–34 
Dextran Skin substitute Healing promotion, 
Delivery of active 
molecules 
35 
Cellulose Moisture control Healing promotion, 
Cell support 
36 
Heparin Hydrogel sheet, 
Moisture control 
Delivery of active 
molecules 
37 
Glycosami
noglycans 
Film dressing, 
Ointment, 
Moisture control 
Infection control, 
Tissue 
reinforcement, 
Guided tissue 
regeneration, 
Promotion of 
angiogenesis 
38–41 
Mixed 
extracellul
ar matrix 
biopolymer
s 
Sprayable elastic 
adhesive 
Wound closure, 
Delivery of 
antimicrobial 
peptides 
42 
 
Table 2 Summary of commonly employed synthetic 
polymers used for hydrogel preparation and their function in 
wound management 
Main 
polymer 
Properties Function Reference 
Polyethy
lene 
glycol 
Moisture 
control 
Tissue support, Infection 
control, 
Delivery of active 
molecules, 
Cell adhesion 
 
 
43–46 
Polyviny
l alcohol  
Matrix 
support, 
Moisture 
control, 
Oxygen 
transport 
Infection control, 
Delivery of active 
molecules, 
Monitoring healing 
progress 
 
28,43,47,48 
Polyviny
l 
pyrrolido
ne 
Topical 
hydrogel-
based 
formulation 
Wound healing via 
microcirculation effect, 
Antiseptic 
49,50 
Acrylic 
polymers 
(Carbop
ol) 
Oxygen 
transport, 
Matrix 
support 
Delivery of antibiotics, 
Cell adhesion 
 
51,52 
Polystyr
ene 
 
Wound 
adhesive, 
Moiture 
control 
Delivery of active 
molecules 
 
53 
 
 To form a polymer hydrogel, different physical and 
chemical cross-linking strategies are employed. The physical 
cross-linking is achieved by changing the physical 
entanglement of the polymer chains or by non-covalent 
interactions such as hydrogen, ionic, or hydrophobic ones. 
The physical characteristics and mechanical properties of 
hydrogels can be modulated by changing pH, ionic strength 
and temperature of gelation 54,55. For example, the ionotropic 
gelation method for formation of cross-linked 
polysaccharides can be modified from ionic cross-linking to 
deprotonation by adjusting the pH of tripolyphosphate. In 
such conditions the polysaccharide ionic cross-linking takes 
place at lower pH, while deprotonation occurs at higher pH 
43. The advantage of the physically cross-linked hydrogels 
lies in avoiding the need for chemical modification or the 
addition of cross-linking agents, which make them secure for 
in vivo applications. Such networks, however, are 
mechanically weak, resulting in fast erosion or degradation 
56. It is further difficult to control the material variables 
including gelation time, network pore size and degradation 
time, thus restricting also the design flexibility. A low 
viscosity liquid phase or syneresis of the hydrogel after the 
gel formation is another drawback of solely physical 
networks 57. 
 A method that allows cross-linking without employing 
chemical linkers is the radiation-induced gelation of 
polymer-water systems 58. Since the method aims at 
synthesis of hydrogels for biomedical applications it is worth 
mentioning that gel synthesis and sterilisation of the material 
are accomplished simultaneously in a single technological 
step. Though this subject was explored two decades ago, the 
well-established technology for gel manufacturing remained 
unchanged to date for development of functional hydrogels, 
such as chitosan-based ones with demonstrated antimicrobial 
properties 59. Similar gelation/cross-linking is recently 
achieved by atmospheric dielectric barrier discharge plasma 
treatment where, importantly, gelation process does not 
negatively affect the chemical structure of biopolymers used 
for hydrogel preparation 60.  
 On the other hand, chemically cross-linked networks are 
structures with high stability ensured by covalent bonds 
between the macromolecules. However, chemical cross-
linking usually requires the addition of cross-linkers, or an 
additional step of polymer pre-activation (in case of the 
direct conjugation). The chemical cross-linking of hydrogels 
is advantageous in terms of better mechanical properties 
compared to the physically assembled materials. 
Nevertheless, residual chemicals and organic solvents 
employed for cross-linking may render them toxic to human 
cells 61,62. Alternatively, covalently cross-linked gels could 
be obtain in situ via enzyme-catalysed reactions at mild 
process conditions and avoiding the use of harsh chemicals 
63,64. Materials obtained via an enzymatic cross-linking are 
fully exploitable as devices in contact with human tissues 65.  
 Finally, a highly innovative approach for generation of 
hydrogels with desired properties are the supramolecular 
interactions. The prepared structures based on 
supramolecular self-assembly attracted special interest for 
biomedical applications due to the absence of toxic 
chemicals and the easiness of the assembling process. Other 
major reason is that such gels resemble the host tissues and 
the interactions with their constituting elements, i.e. 
structural proteins and glycosaminoglycans. For example, 
the supramolecular self-assembly of cyclodextrins and 
polymers has led to the development of novel 
supramolecular hydrogels for drug delivery applications. 
One such hydrogel suitable for relatively long-term sustained 
controlled release was formulated based on the complexation 
of α-cyclodextrin with various triblock copolymers bearing a 
hydrophobic block 66. 
 From a technological point of view, due to the 
availability of a wide spectrum of polymers and the 
  
accumulated knowledge in materials processing, the choice 
for fabrication of a hydrogel is defined by its particular 
application. For that reason, a great number of hydrogel 
dressings are commercially available for wound treatment, 
ranging from amorphous hydrogels for cavity wounds, to 
hybrid structures such as gel-impregnated plasters meant for 
the treatment of superficial wounds. In spite of the large 
number, there is still a need for the development of advanced 
materials that accelerate wound healing in relation to specific 
clinical applications. Uniquely, the therapeutic effect of the 
available products is imparted by the chemical nature of the 
hydrogel dressings and not by the supply of active 
substances into the wound bed. Therefore, the tendency is 
nowadays shifting to the development of multifunctional 
hydrogel systems that provide improved wound management 
via: i) control of infection 67, ii) delivery of active molecules 
to the site of interest 4,68 and/or iii) monitoring of the healing 
progress 69. Such materials, though highly appealing, are still 
scarcely available at advanced investigation stages.  
 
 
3. Advanced hydrogel dressings  
3.1. Hydrogels for delivery of active compounds in 
wounds 
3.1.1. Simple delivery  
 Advanced wound treatment is often based on controlled 
delivery of active substances into the wounded site. Many 
polymer-based dressings are employed as drug carriers due 
to their physical characteristics, e.g. fluid affinity, water 
uptake, rheological properties, and their suitability for 
delivery of therapeutics while maintaining the wound 
surfaces moist. In hydrogels, the extent of macromolecular 
cross-linking allows for tuning their physical, chemical and 
biological properties, which in the case of natural polymers 
is also coupled to their intrinsic biocompatibility and 
similarity with the extracellular matrix (ECM). Both the 
hydrogel porosity and the affinity to water are easily 
adjustable by controlling the density of cross-links. But it is 
maintaining of a high local concentration of the active 
ingredient over a long period that makes polymer hydrogels 
excellent platforms for drug delivery aiming at accelerated 
wound closure 70,71. Their three-dimensional network 
enhances the cell attachment and migration 72, and ECM 
deposition 73, while efficiently delivering bioactive 
molecules to the site of interest. Recent studies showed that 
hydrogels in swollen state simultaneously prevent bacteria 
entrance in the wound and allow the transport of the 
entrapped functional molecules to the wound bed 71.  
 The most common molecules acting from hydrogels are 
antimicrobials 74,75, proteins, peptides and growth factors 76, 
as well as inhibitors of deleterious inflammatory enzymes 
found in non-healing ulcers 77. The degradation of hydrogels 
is usually due to hydrolysis and/or enzymatic digestion upon 
infiltration of the inflammation-responding neutrophils into 
the gel matrix. The therapy optimisation consists in attaining 
a balance between hydrogel degradation and skin 
regeneration for each particular type of wound. A slower 
degradation is known to interfere with remodelling, whereas 
a fast one leads to premature dressing resorption 78. Although 
the controlled delivery of actives from hydrogels is a 
complex wound healing approach subjected to slow 
transition from lab bench to clinic, it appears as an efficient 
strategy for rapid and full dermal regeneration. 
 
Table 3 Commonly employed active compounds delivered 
from hydrogels for wound management 
Compound Function Reference 
Dibutyryl cyclic 
adenosine 
monophosphate 
Accelerated healing, Re-
epithelialization 
20 
Nitrofurazone Infection control, Accelerated 
healing 
47 
 
Antibiotics Infection control 51,79 
Polyphenols Anti-inflammatory, 
antibacterial and antioxidant effects 
64,80,81 
Antimicrobial 
peptide  
Infection control, Effect on immune 
response 
42,82 
Copper Infection control, Bacterial biofilm 
inhibition 
46 
Silver 
nanoparticles 
Infection control 25,83,84 
ZnO 
nanoparticles 
Infection control, Bacterial biofilm 
inhibition 
19,85 
Growth factors 
 
Guided skin regeneration, 
Accelerated healing 
35,86–88 
Stem cells Enhanced angiogenesis and cell 
proliferation, Accelerated wound 
closure, Guided skin regeneration 
89 
 
 After discovering that the wound moist accelerates the 
healing, the second greatest technical advance adopted in 
clinical practice is the management of infections in wounds 
by the use of antimicrobials, mostly silver and iodine. The 
bacteria levels should be substantially reduced to initiate the 
healing process or to make possible the actuation of the 
actives, such as growth factors. Silver is currently 
established as the golden standard in fabrication of 
antimicrobial dressings due to its high effectiveness against a 
broad spectrum of microbes 90,91 and low toxicity towards 
mammalian cells in low concentrations 92.  
 Since hydrogels are beneficial for wound healing and 
represent excellent platforms for delivery of actives, the high 
number of reports on hydrogels impregnated with silver is 
not surprising 67,93. With constantly arising novel silver-
based dressing types in terms of design, a handful of silver-
impregnated hydrogels are already at the market. Some 
examples include the AQUACEL®Ag from ConvaTec – a 
physically cross-linked carboxymethyl cellulose hydrogel 
reinforced by a non-woven fabric based on their Hydrofiber® 
technology, and the Acticoat™ Absorbent from Smith & 
Nephew – a two-layer dressing composed of silver-coated 
polyethylene bonded to an absorbent rayon/polyester core 
(silver is released continuously during 3 days upon 
humidification), whereas the SilvaSorb® is silver-containing 
amorphous gelling hydrogel from Medline still requires 
secondary dressing for its application. 
 Although bacterial resistance to silver is less likely to 
occur as opposed to antibiotics 94, it is still essential the 
application of silver in amounts that do not exert adverse 
health effects. To this end, silver is as well processed into 
nanomaterial structures with similar to the ionic silver 
antimicrobial potential, however, at far lower concentrations 
95. Nucryst Pharmaceuticals is one of the first companies to 
apply nanosized silver particles into clinically proven 
medical products that fight infection and inflammation using. 
Nucryst's manufacturing technology is based on a physical 
vapour deposition (PVD) process called magnetron 
sputtering. Advanced wound dressings with this technology 
are sold by Smith & Nephew as ActicoatTM used in the 
treatment of different wounds or burns. The natural 
antibiotic properties of nanocrystalline silver become more 
pronounced as the particles become smaller and can react 
more readily with the body. 
 Other natural-based antimicrobial compounds, such as 
plant polyphenols, could also be added to polymer mixtures 
prior to chemical cross-linking, and eventually released in a 
sustained manner from such platforms 77,96. Since these 
compounds are relatively unstable in physiological 
conditions, their encapsulation for protection into polymer 
nano-/micro-carriers to improve their hydrolytic resistance 
and their potential to inhibit bacteria growth and deleterious 
chronic wound enzymes is necessary. This area of 
investigation is still in its outset, but holds a great potential 
since nano-/micro-processed polyphenols are themselves 
active, while simultaneously can be employed as carriers for 
delivery of other active compounds. In one such approach, 
the green tea polyphenol epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) 
was sonochemically processed into nanospheres and further 
incorporated into a chitosan-based hydrogel via enzyme-
mediated gelation, using peroxidases 81. Importantly, the 
nanospheres integrity was not compromised during the 
gelation process, maintaining their chronic wound healing 
capacity via enhanced antibacterial and chronicity factors 
inhibition compared to the EGCG free solution. These 
nanospheres were released from the hybrid hydrogel in a 
sustained manner over 6 days, in compliance with the 
clinical practice requirement for prolonged usage and low 
frequency of wound dressing change 97. Another 
technological approach recently patented under US8912247 
B2 presented a hydrogel-based porous construct comprising 
a biodegradable poly(propylene fumarate) and protein 
microparticles entrapping both a biologically active 
substance and a free-radical initiator promoting the gel cross-
linking. These super-absorbent hydrogel microparticles swell 
considerably, but still maintain a defined shape due to the 
controlled cross-linking. The cross-linked dressing is easily 
applicable to human tissues and provides sustained release of 
active compounds 98.  
 
3.1.2. Stimuli-responsive hydrogels 
 The release of active agents from a hydrogel may follow 
several mechanisms and can be controlled by diffusion, 
swelling, chemical reactions and/or environmental stimuli. 
Stimuli-responsive hydrogels allow for high levels of control 
over release in response to known external cues. Such 
enhanced control has enabled advances in healthcare and 
more effective therapies, including improved wound healing 
99. Diverse responsive modalities are being investigated, 
however, their entry into clinical trials is usually restricted 
mostly because of targeting limitations. Temperature-, pH- 
and enzyme-responsive hydrogels are the most interesting 
materials for wound treatments. 
 Alteration of the pH in inflamed tissue/wounds may 
trigger the degradation and release of active compounds 
from pH-responsive hydrogels. The triggering principle is 
based on swelling/deswelling imparted by the presence of 
ionisable functional groups in the gel polymer, following the 
rationale that anionic networks swell at pH > pKa and 
cationic at pH < pKa 100. Whereas monomers such as 
acrylates and acrylamide are exploited to induce pH-
responsiveness in synthetic polymers, natural polymers may 
also be intrinsically responsive. Such examples are proteins 
that deswell due to their helical structure near the isoelectric 
point and swell at changing pH. In certain polysaccharides 
(e.g. chitosan, alginate) physical crosslinking can be 
achieved by grafting D-/L-lactic acid and/or glycolic acid via 
the hydrophobic side chains aggregation and intermolecular 
interactions through hydrogen bonds between side and main 
polymer chains. After stabilisation by hydrophobic 
interactions, the swelling occurs upon the ionization of their 
functional groups to induce build-up of charge and 
subsequent electrostatic repulsion 101. 
 Temperature-responsive hydrogels for medical use 
responding to physiological temperature (37 ºC) are the 
subject of intense investigation for the development of a 
number of mechanisms to manipulate and control 
temperature in vivo. Two main categories exist - positively 
and negatively responsive hydrogels with upper critical 
solution temperature (UCST) and lower critical solution 
temperature (LCST), respectively. Their collapse /expansion 
occurs with the critical shift in aqueous solubility used for 
delivery of actives and even in situ gelation 102. Especially 
the polymers that exhibit LCSTs close to physiological 
temperature are preferred for biomedical purposes. For 
instance, hydrogels composed of poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) and its copolymers have 
LCST ~32 ºC that can be easily modified by a number of 
monomers 103. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is another 
biomedical amphiphilic polymer that provides “stealthing” 
of unstable drugs while demonstrating negative temperature 
response in physiological environment in combination with 
  
suitable comonomers 104. As temperature increases the 
swelling of the PEG-methacrylate hydrogels decrease. The 
responsiveness can be further tuned by changing the Mw of 
the PEG component.  
 Copolymer hydrogels are useful for compensation of a 
limited delivery, frequently faced in case of platforms 
responding to only one stimulus. Besides the protection of 
unstable drugs, functional copolymers respond to a set of 
stimuli and different environmental conditions (light, 
temperature, pH, ionic strength, electric field, shear stress, 
etc.) 105. One such material used for preparation of dual-
responsive hydrogels is poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-
acrylic acid) (poly(NIPAAm-co-AAc)), a copolymer usually 
synthesised via radical copolymerization of N-
isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) and acrylic acid merging 
both temperature- and pH-sensitive coil to globule phase 
transition. Tuning the amount of acrylic acid added to the 
copolymer structure serves for controlling its LCST 106. 
Whereas its thermosensitivity brings about in situ gelation 
properties exploited for wound dressings, subsequent pH 
reasponsiveness within the biological pH range ensures the 
delivery of actives. Poly(NIPAAm-co-AAc) has been 
indicated as appropriate for delivery of proteins, i.e. vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and epidermal growth 
factor (EGF), within the range of wound pH 6.7-7.9 107. Yet 
another dual stimuli-responsive (pH and temperature) 
material is poly(amidoamine) oligomer hydrogel indicated as 
reliable carrier of active compounds since its unique 
structure avoids their burst release 108. 
 Enzyme-responsive hydrogels are new materials which 
can undergo changes in their microscopic properties upon 
the activity of physiological enzymes. Such materials have 
high potential for management and treatment of wounds as 
variety of proteolytic enzymes are found in the wound bed. 
Hydrogels responsive to protease degradation can be loaded 
with different wound healing promoters, such as growth 
factors or cytokines, to design enzyme-triggered delivery 
systems providing an alternative approach to regulating the 
bioavailability of therapeutic agents to the wound site. For 
their fabrication, usually proteins are used, such as collagen 
and elastin that undergo proteolytic degradation when 
triggered by the complex of matrix metalloproteinases 
MMPs 109. On the other hand, MMPs-sensitive hydrogels for 
tissue repair were also developed by crosslinking linear 
peptide substrates for MMPs into 3D scaffolds on reaction 
with end-functionalized PEG macromers (Figure 1) 110,111. 
The integration of protease sensitive peptides into the 
hydrogel matrix to fine-tune its degradation was 
demonstrated during the screening of 17 protease substrates 
for their degradability upon the activity of the MMP-1 and 
MMP-2 in soluble form and in the context of biodegradable 
cross-linkers within molecularly engineered PEG hydrogels. 
The latter could be employed to engineer hydrogels with 
specific degradation properties depending on the targeted 
cell types. The presence of peptides had resulted in faster 
degradation of the hydrogels when exposed to the 
appropriate MMPs and had led to increased cell spreading 
and cell invasion 111.  
Figure 1. A Michael-type addition reaction between vinyl 
sulfone-functionalised multiarm PEG and mono-cysteine 
adhesion peptides (step 1) or bis-cysteine MMP substrate 
peptides (step 2). The hydrogels were formed from aqueous 
solutions in the presence of cells and respond to local 
protease activity at the cell surface (step 3) 110. Copyright 
(2003) National Academy of Sciences 
 
 Whenever synthetic hydrogels scaffolds are being 
developed, the presence of integrin-binding sites and enzyme 
specific degradation sites is required in order to ensure the 
hydrogel degradability. In fibrin, the degree of proteolytic 
degradation and the controlled release of growth factors 
could be partially modulated by crosslinking with engineered 
protein (aprotinin) fragments to tailor its properties towards 
specific applications 112. Also, a multifunctional recombinant 
fragment of fibronectin comprising integrin-binding domains 
and skin and bone growth factors was engineered to promote 
wound and bone tissue healing. The developed material 
greatly enhanced the regenerative effects of the growth 
factors in vivo in a diabetic mouse model of chronic wounds 
and in a rat model of critical-size bone defects 113. 
 
 
3.2. Hydrogel dressings for sensor and imaging of wound 
healing  
 The wound diagnosis follows a series of standard steps 
including physical examination and imaging of the wound to 
establish the wound aetiology and the current status. The 
whole procedure is often quite lengthy since it also involves 
cleaning and/or debridement of the wound and swabbing for 
detection of infection. Only the latter step requires costly ex 
vivo analyses, special equipment and laboratory tests that 
take days to complete. The cumulative delays postpone the 
application of appropriate treatment making more difficult 
the successful management and lead to increased cost. Thus, 
rapid accurate assessments completed at the bedside or 
during a medical consultation are needed.  
 A relatively new concept of point-of-care (POC) 
technologies is designed to provide fast, accurate and 
inexpensive medical assessments at the bedside 114. In 
wounds, POC assessment is expected to ensure effective 
diagnosis based on specific biomarkers or less specific 
evaluation of wound-related parameters (margin, volume, 
depth and area). Since all wounds are different and respond 
differently to the specific treatment, a simple, but accurate 
diagnosis would avoid a variety of expensive procedures 
during which the diagnosis persists wrong. 
 For these reasons, biological or chemical sensors of 
wound exudates and volatiles to directly or indirectly detect 
bacteria, wound pH, temperature, oxidative stress and 
enzymes are rapidly paving their way for advanced wound 
screening in clinical settings. From a material point of view, 
the biggest challenge is the integration of such sensors into a 
dressing without losing their sensing properties. Hydrogels 
offer an advantage over other wound dressing materials for 
wound monitoring, because they easily entrap active 
molecules minimally affecting their biological properties. 
Yet another advantage of hydrogels is their transparency, as 
wound closure can be constantly monitored without 
removing the dressing. Hydrogels are thus being intensively 
studied as carriers of sensing modalities for screening of the 
wound status.  
 
3.2.1. Temperature as a parameter for wound diagnosis 
 During the healing process different parameters in 
wounds alter continuously. Heat is an established marker of 
wound infection or non-healing state, used as a relatively 
reliable early predictor of chronicity before any visual 
changes in the appearance of the wound are obvious 115. To 
avoid painful measuring of wound temperature with hand-
held thermometers, temperature sensors are incorporated into 
wound dressings.  
 For instance, wireless temperature sensors based on 
thermo-resistivity of carbon nanotubes can predict initiation 
of pressure ulcers and upcoming inflammation 116. The 
laboratory research showed a great promise and these 
sensors were further tested on healthy volunteers. However, 
no advances have been made since to test them on patients at 
risk to develop bed sores. Approaches also exist to avoid the 
use of wireless technology, incorporating in the wound 
dressing indicators of temperature, such as colorimetric 
sensors for measuring heat. Different colorimetric sensors 
have been tested for wound management including those 
based on stimuli-responsive polymers attached to porous 
silicon (pSi) – a popular substrate for optical biosensor 
manufacturing – in order to design temperature and also pH 
sensors 117–119. Like that, a stimulus-responsive inorganic-
organic composite has been prepared via surface-initiated 
atom transfer radical polymerisation thus grafting a thermo-
responsive PNIPAAm to pSi films 120. Its optical properties 
changed noticeably with temperature and are reversible 
around the LCST of the PNIPAM component. Such sensors 
are expected to be soon incorporated into hydrogel dressings 
and tested in wound environments. 
 
3.2.2. pH as a parameter for wound diagnosis  
 During the course of wound healing pH changes in 
response to biochemical alterations. The common range of 
pH from 4 to 6 of healthy epidermis significantly rises upon 
tissue damage and induction of the immune defence. Such 
changes are in the base of a conventional method to increase 
the healing rate in chronic venous leg ulcers inducing 
prolonged chemical acidification of the wound 121. Different 
pH values across distinct phases of the wound healing 
process 122 render pH a powerful parameter for wound 
monitoring while available technologies may lead to the 
building of advanced dressing platforms.  
 In line with this, a microfabricated wireless pH 
monitoring transducer that sandwich a poly(vinylalcohol)-
poly(acrylicacid) hydrogel was developed for continuous 
tracking of pH. Since the hydrogel is pH-responsive it 
swells/deswells with pH changing the distance separating the 
transducer which in turn results in a linear change of 
inductance over the pH range 2-7 123. Also, the wireless 
measurement of the coil gap (and thus pH) is possible by 
using antenna, allowing coverage of the hydrogel by a 
secondary security bandage – approach commonly used in 
wound management for application and removal of 
dressings. 
 Another approach employs time-domain luminescence 
sensing of biological parameters for a visual detection of the 
2D pH distribution in wounds 124. Here the sensing scheme is 
based on two different luminescence dyes bound on 
polymeric microparticles further immobilised in 
biocompatible polyurethane transparent hydrogel. Different 
luminescence life times of the two dyes make possible the 
detection of differences in the signals during the excitation 
and emission phases related to the pH dependency of one of 
them. The sensor precision was validated in vitro and in vivo 
during cutaneous chronic wound healing in humans (Figure 
2), rendering it a promising approach to pattern a wound 
map. 
Figure 2. Luminescence imaging of pH during cutaneous 
wound healing. (A, B, C) Wound healing of ∼400 μm skin-
graft donor sites during (A) inflammation), (B) granulation, 
and (C) reepithelialisation. (E, F, G) Respective images 
created with optical 2D pH sensors, where healing is 
observed by decreased pH. (D, H) Chronic venous ulcer (D) 
on the medial ankle and the respective pH distribution (H). 
The colours allow a correlation with the wound-healing 
phases, demonstrated for physiological healing (E, F, G). 
Scale bars are 1 cm 124. Copyright (2011) National Academy 
of Sciences 
 
 Recently, a flexible pH-responsive fibrous hydrogel is 
suggested for long-term monitoring of wound condition 125. 
The hydrogel fibres were fabricated using an easily scalable 
microfluidic spinning system. Mesoporous microparticles 
bearing pH-responsive dyes are embedded in the fibres. 
Images during real-time pH measurement are captured with a 
smart phone camera allowing bedside readout. Via image 
processing, a quantitative pH map of the wound bed can be 
extracted to predict the wound healing process. 
 
 
3.2.3. Infection biomarkers 
  
 Possibly the most common cause of preventing wounds 
from healing is their bacterial colonisation and subsequently 
infection. Infection per se is easily recognisable with signs 
such as redness, heat, swelling, odour, exudate, pain in 
patient, bleeding on contact, tissue breakdown and epithelial 
bridging 126. However, the challenge in wound management 
is to detect infection before it reaches advanced stages, while 
the lack of rapid and reliable detection methods are 
compromising this task.  
 What appears as one reliable solution is the detection of 
different enzyme biomarkers secreted by the immune 
system, based on their reaction with specific substrates 
resulting in colour change. Inflammation precedes the 
infection process and due to the innate immune response, 
neutrophils are present in the wound site before the infection 
bursts. Elevated levels of almost all neutrophil-derived 
enzymes leads to new perspectives in screening of infection 
status 127–129. The expected response of enzyme-based assays 
based on changing enzyme activity levels is rapid, simple 
(infected or non-infected) and may be detectable by naked 
eye (colour generation). Though the colour response does 
not provide information about the involved bacteria species, 
an indication of any early infection may drastically change 
the outcomes in the wound management. Readers are 
referred to excellent articles with extended registers for 
details on monitoring wound status based on enzyme 
activities related to infections 130,131. Instead, this short 
review explains only the basic principles of these detection 
concepts and their integration in hydrogel-based dressings. 
 The major advances in the enzyme-based wound 
screening are achieved for detection of proteases, since these 
enzymes are typically found in elevated levels in non-healing 
wounds. A POC test material for protease status, 
WOUNDCHECK™ from Systagenix, detects elevated total 
protease activity to assess whether neutrophil associated 
proteases are present in the wound or not 132, since a whole 
group of proteolytic MMP enzymes, such as gelatinases and 
collagenases characterise most of the chronic and/or infected 
wounds. On the other hand, a more specific method for 
detecting only gelatinases, such as MMP-2 and MMP-9 in 
wounds, employs sensors based on pSi films, spin-coated 
with the gelatine substrate 133. The gelatine cleavage results 
in the entrance of its hydrolysis products into the pSi pores 
where a colour change could be observed. The 
inconvenience of this diagnostic system is that any liquid 
diffusing into the pores would trigger the colour change. The 
authors thus further propose an additional step of drying the 
material and adding glycerol after the reaction to confirm the 
enzymatic cleavage. 
 Human neutrophil elastase (HNE) is another proteolytic 
enzyme common in chronic wounds, which activity was 
detected by the use of dextran hydrogel films chemically 
functionalised via imine linkages with the specific peptide 
substrate for HNE (Ala-Ala-Pro-Val-Ala-Ala-Lys) and 
further coated on a quartz crystal 134. Upon degradation of 
the hydrogel film, a change in resonance frequency was 
detected by the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 
measurements. The hydrogel degradation rate, controlled by 
the gel cross-link density, was correlated with the HNE 
activity. Though such device offers quantification of the 
specific inflammatory markers, the use of sophisticated 
analytical techniques such as QCM is not considered a 
simple diagnostic method suitable for clinical practice. Thus, 
visual perception of wound infection/inflammation status is 
preferable.  
 Wound fluids with persistent inflammation that precedes 
infections indeed contain significantly increased enzymatic 
activities that can be conveniently measured using specific 
substrates, such as N-methoxysuccinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Val p-
nitroanilide for HNE. Sensor materials containing these 
substrates should be optimised to detect enzymatic activities 
in the window between normal healing and infected wounds. 
Upon elastase cleavage, p-nitroanilide chromophore is 
released from the platform resulting in colour formation and 
detection of infection in early stage. Different materials 
including collagen films, and transparent matrices of 
hyaluronic acid were used as carriers of aminated silica gels 
on which the substrate are covalently immobilised via 
carbodiimide chemistry 135. Chromophore release and thus 
colour formation was observed only in the case of incubation 
of these materials with infected wound fluids confirming 
their potential for diagnostic application. Similarly to HNE, 
the activity of cathepsin G (CatG) was found to be 
significantly elevated in infected wounds. The activity of 
CatG could be detected upon the same principles as for 
HNE, using its specific substrate N-Succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-
Phe p-nitroanilide NSuc-AAPF-pNA. Substrates for CatG 
were also immobilised on aminated silica gels that were 
further incorporated in the same materials. A colour change 
was also visible only upon incubation with infected wound 
fluids 135. Other useful enzyme for detection is β-
glucuronidase secreted by commonly found in infected 
wounds Escherichia coli strains. Its chromogenic and 
fluorogenic substrates, respectively 4-nitrophenyl-β-D-
glucuronide and 4-methylumbelliferyl-β-D-glucuronide can 
be covalently attached to chitosan-based hydrogel to produce 
self-reporting material sensitive to small quantities of 
bacteria presence. Rapid cleavage of dyes (within minutes) 
produces a stable signal for the bacteria presence, detectable 
by bare eye or under appropriate illumination 136. This 
simple bacteria detection approach (Figure 3) is suggested as 
amenable for both wound dressings and packaging materials. 
 
Figure 3. The concept and photograph of sensing 
Escherichia coli based on 4-nitrophenyl-β-D-glucuronide 
grafted onto chitosan hydrogel before and after completing 
the reaction with β-glucuronidase (β-GUS) released by 
bacteria (within 15 minutes). Reproduced with permission 
136. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society 
 
 As for other inflammation-related diseases, significantly 
altered lysozyme (Lys) activity is also tightly connected with 
wounds colonised with bacteria 137,138. Lys is a glycosidase 
that hydrolyses the glycosidic linkages of peptidoglycans in 
bacterial cell walls, to which it owes its antibacterial 
potential. Thus, materials fabricated from peptidoglycans are 
capable to detect elevated lysozyme activities in wound 
fluids based on their direct hydrolysis. To this end, hydrogels 
comprising agarose and peptidoglycan components were 
fabricated for visual detection approach and degraded in 
presence of Lys 137. The enzymatic activity is linear to the 
change in turbidity of the remaining solution. Since such 
measurement was not sufficiently sensitive, the 
peptidoglycan component was further stained with Remazol 
Brilliant Blue dye to enable a photometrical detection. 
However, a clear visual perception of infection upon colour 
change could be only observed after enhancing the detection 
signal. To do so, the agarose and peptidoglycan layers were 
modified by covalently attaching polyphenol ferulic acid 
onto the former and polyethylene glycol-modified laccase 
onto the latter 139. The digestion of peptidoglycan by 
lysozyme led to the release of laccase that oxidised 
polyphenols and resulted in clearly visible colour changes.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 Hydrogels are already widely present at the market as the 
most comfortable dressings that provide moisture environment 
beneficial for wound healing and absorb excess exudate. 
Nonetheless, their true potential is yet to be explored and lies in 
the possibility for combining them with active molecules that 
accelerate or allow for screening of the healing process. During 
the last decade a significant amount of data has emerged with 
regards to the use of hydrogels as platforms in advanced 
dressings for enhanced skin regeneration. Mastering the 
fabrication processes and reasonable control of the properties of 
the novel multifunctional dressings are now achievable. The 
greatest progress has been realised in the design of smart 
hydrogels for stimuli-responsive drug delivery and/or 
monitoring the wound status. Attempts are currently being made 
to increase the efficiency and lower the price of the designed 
dressings in order to reach the market. Indeed, the lack of 
advanced commercial products with hydrogels in drug delivery 
and wound screening is related to their high production costs 
and policies of the companies to look for less expensive and 
simpler solutions. Engaging multiple activities in a single 
dressing means also a more complex validation and regulatory 
procedures. Additionally, clinical investigations are as well 
essential before smart hydrogels can be routinely adopted as 
platforms for delivery of pharmacological agents in clinical 
practice.  
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